Balloonists Ride a Day 10 Miles Above Earth

In 75 Below Zero Cold, Sun's Rays Heats Metal Cell To 106 Above

Not striking episode in the world of flight occurred yesterday when the French aeronauts, who spent from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. yesterday at an altitude of 45,000 feet above the earth in regions not explored since the time of the war. They were able to make a complete round trip.

Their purpose was to study the changes in the upper atmosphere. They made several observations at 6,000-foot intervals above the earth. They started with a balloon which rose to more than 20,000 feet before reaching the desired altitude. When they had reached their desired height, they opened the bag and the balloon fell. Their surface was heated and they were wrapped in their clothing.

Wheat at Profit Remote as World Faces the Facts

Ten Exporting Nations See What's Coming From Room

Crops Flourish in Michigan and the Middle West

Michigan Rainfall Continues Normal Since Drought's End

In Michigan, food for the month of June. The division by the distributors and the farmers, which is subject to further negotiations because of what affects Michigan, brings the realization to those for whom the local government is the reversion of the situation in the present. Michigan is a part of the nation and not a separate unit.

In Lansing, the weather man said. ""There are always actually thousands of inches per cent."

"The financial results of such a situation, which is common and not unusual, are suggested by the local government. The national contest here in May. The end of the drought in Michigan, the weather man said. ""There are always actually thousands of inches per cent."

"The financial results of such a situation, which is common and not unusual, are suggested by the local government. The national contest here in May. The end of the drought in Michigan, the weather man said. ""There are always actually thousands of inches per cent."
No Draft For Industry or Labor

Much has been said about conscripting labor and capital in the next war as well as the young men who do the fighting, but recent developments in the War Policies Commission at Washington indicate that the government is also considering another armed conflict nothing shall interfere with high profits and high wages for those behind the lines.

Plan of Bernard Baruch, chairman of the War Industries Board in 1917-18 to promptly limit the maximum for wages, rent, interest, commissions—in short, the price of every item of service and supplies to the nation's resources in time of war, and cut the cost of such a conflict by perhaps 50% is opposed, says, by the War Department's chief of staff, who says in effect that such a law would hamper the prosecution of the war.

Organized labor agrees that military conscription is all right but calls conscription of labor industrial slavery.

Labor's stand strong enough in Congress that the War Policies Commission was forbidden to consider the question of conscripting labor.

For the present at least conflict all men 18 to 45 will register for the draft. The world war age was 31 to 35. At 31 there will be no exemptions, only deferments. 4,000,000 men will be called within a year, 7,000,000 in reserve. The War Dept. has 15,000 manufacturing factories on its planting list for war supplies.

Will Uncle Sam Be The Goat?

Under the Young plan Germany will be told to pay 1914-1918 debts to the United States and the European Allied nations in the World War. During the same period the Allied nations will be paying 20 billion in war debts and interest to the United States. Germany will be told to pay all debts to the United States and the European Allied nations in the World War.

Recent developments indicate that Germany may pay part of all its reparations payments this fall. France and Italy, who have been accepting the payments and in turn supplying part of all in paying their obligations to the United States are letting it be known that if Germany should fail they will be unable to pay the United States. Great Britain says she would be placed in a difficult position in the same respect.

The United States asked no damages or war reparations from China but the Chinese Government is quite willing to pay the United States should it be told to do so.

Things We Buy Too High

Failure of the prices of things they buy to decline as expected for farmers, says the U. S. Bureau of Agriculture, is due to another sales rush since the pre-war level for what they buy.

MASON C.O. BUREAU
OFFERS MUSICAL:

Public Is Invited to Hear
Home Talent Evening
Of June 13

Detroit—Mason County Farm Bureau will present a home talent evening on June 13, at the Mason City Oratorical Club on Thursday evening. June 13 at 8:00, last time, to which the public is invited. The talent is from Mason county educators, producers, students, etc., and the talent should be to the best.

Michigan State Plows
Early To Beat Frost

Michigan Lumber Exchange

Great Lakes 29 Inches

Lesser Than Last Year

The hydrographic service of the United States Department of Commerce reports that the ice on the lake this winter was the lightest in 30 years. The lake was frozen on November 20.
We Do Not Insure Ashes or Wreckage

An automobile policy cannot be issued when a theft has departed with your car.

STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTO INS. CO.

BLOOMINGTON, Ill.

MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU

State Agent

LANSING, MICH.

NEVER ENDING SEARCH

For better ways to cut food prices

As food merchant to a nation, A&P bears a responsibility greater than that of a mere trader in food. A&P is the director of a food industry which directs the flow of food from its sources to the store counters. A&P is the manufacturer of the basic foodstuffs beyond the world's capacity to consume, changes in eating habits, and the fundamental law that dictates the end.

To fans who profit by raising alfalfa. Build up the humus and the soil. Grow alfalfa in, not off.

Dean Russell Explains Why Prices Stay Down

Tell Farmers Why He Thinks U.S. Needs a New First

But Lafitte's One-product operation, as a basis for the list of superior qualities, clothing and living styles, trim lines, and the indispensable membership of producers, must be the basis of the price of your electric car. And the price of your electric car must be the same, whatever the price of gasoline, because the price of the gasoline you use is not a part of the price of your electric car.

Healthy Baby Should Show Regular Gains

A healthy baby should be growing in weight, not only in months, but in inches. The baby's gain in height should be the same as its gain in weight, and it should be growing in inches in the same way that it is growing in pounds. If a baby is not growing in inches, it is not growing in pounds.

For 50 YEARS THE PROOFEN FARM BELT

Endless Thresher and Tractor, Or Roll Beltling For Use

(Pamphlet is Read in Black jacket)


GANDY BELTING CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Announcing

THE NEW 1½ TON SPEED WAGON

Actual specifications prove the new 1½ TON SPEED WAGONS have no equal in the lowest price truck field.

Speed wagons are internal combustion engines, fully equipped even to the piston pins. The SPEED WAGON frame is longer, stronger, heavy channeled, 7 deep. The axles are heavier—the rear axle full floating. The brake systems are internal expanding over the hydraulics! This overwhelming truck value cannot be matched. Ride and drive the new SPEED WAGONS today! Test them as you will. They are unequalled for combined speed, power, strength, economy, safety and long life.

$625

DISTRIBUTORS IN MICHIGAN

VALLEYS BROS., B. C. BOYALT, INC.,

Bay City, Mich.

REO SALES CORPORATION

1110 S. Rochelle, Detroit, Mich.

FLINT MOTOR SALES, INC.

DAVIS-BOTHE MOTOR CO.

Flint, Mich.

MR. W. D. VANDERGEER

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.

REO SALES & SERVICE, INC.

505 S. Washington St., Jackson, Mich.

SHERIDAN COLE AUTO

Traverse City, Mich.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
CHAPTER II

All her past conclusion in her mother turned into hiccups.

What your name in earth is unknown, is next to nothing,
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Dry Cleaning At Home

It is often easier to clean your own clothes than to take them to a commercial dry cleaner. If your clothes are not very dirty, you may be able to avoid the extra cost of dry cleaning.


2. Pre-treat stains with a stain remover before washing. This will make it easier to remove the stain later.

3. Wash clothes in warm water for the first wash cycle. This will help remove dirt and stains.

4. Tumble dry on low heat to avoid shrinking and wrinkling. Use a softening sheet to prevent static cling.

5. Iron clothing while it is still warm from the dryer. This will help prevent wrinkles and make ironing easier.

Blanket Sale!

ORDER NOW FOR SEPTEMBER DELIVERY

One of our Dorm Double tube blankets.

AT THESE NEW LOW PRICES!

Dramatic Special [double] Companion [single] $6.95 $4.95

muskegon Farm Women Have Market Aces

Muskegon—The Muskegon County Farm Bureau has helped many families in the county develop a sense of independence and self-sufficiency. By promoting agricultural activities, they are able to take advantage of the local resources and reduce their reliance on outside sources.

Fruit Ridge Grange an Important Part of the Community

Since its establishment in 1923, the Fruit Ridge Grange has been an integral part of the community, providing opportunities for social interaction and shared activities. The Grange has organized events such as picnics, dances, and concerts that have brought people together and fostered a sense of community.

Recipes For Quick Breads

Here are some quick bread recipes that require minimal preparation time:

1. Banana Bread

   - Mash 2 ripe bananas with 1 cup of flour, 1/2 cup of sugar, and 2 eggs. Add 1/2 cup of milk and 1 teaspoon of baking powder. Pour into a greased loaf pan and bake at 350°F for 40 minutes.

2. Apple Coffee Cake

   - Mix 1 cup of flour, 1/2 cup of sugar, 2 teaspoons of cinnamon, and 1/2 cup of diced apples. Combine with 1 beaten egg and 1/2 cup of milk. Pour into a greased loaf pan and bake at 350°F for 30 minutes.

3. Blueberry Muffins

   - Mix 2 cups of flour, 2 teaspoons of baking powder, 1/4 teaspoon of salt, 1/2 cup of sugar, and 1/2 cup of diced blueberries. Combine with 1 beaten egg and 1/2 cup of milk. Bake in muffin tins at 375°F for 18-20 minutes.

Servidor-Equipped

Every room in Hotel Fort Shelby is Servidor-Equipped. This hotel not only provides the necessary amenities, but it is also located right in the heart of the city, making it easy to navigate and enjoy the surrounding attractions. Whether you're looking for a place to stay during your visit or for a long-term stay, Hotel Fort Shelby is the perfect choice for you.

Farm News Patterns

Here are some patterns for different types of farm news that can be found in the patterns section of the newspaper:

1. Horse News

   - Patterns for horse-related items such as saddles, bridles, and other necessary equipment.

2. Crop News

   - Patterns for crop management and harvesting equipment.

3. Livestock News

   - Patterns for livestock management and care equipment.

Servidor-Equipped

Every room in Hotel Fort Shelby is Servidor-Equipped. This hotel not only provides the necessary amenities, but it is also located right in the heart of the city, making it easy to navigate and enjoy the surrounding attractions. Whether you're looking for a place to stay during your visit or for a long-term stay, Hotel Fort Shelby is the perfect choice for you.

National Has Stopped Sales Frequently to Prevent Price Slide

Michigan has stopped sales and has cut its prices to prevent a possible range war. This move is due to the close watch on the war in the state free of charge.

Rapids piano, $400.00. I'KAIKIK

Size 27 inch throw rug, kitchen cabinet and laundry equipment. If interested call us 9-3436 and we will arrange for delivery.

When you buy Farm Bureau Products you KNOW you are buying the best. When you purchase Farm Bureau Fertilizer you KNOW you are buying the best. Farm Bureau Fertilizer brings low production costs by increased yields and proven. Centralize your buying with Farm Bureau and take no chance.

FARM RELIEF AGAIN

We report that Mermash 16%—the 3 in 1 feed—has saved thousands of dollars in his weaning program. Mermash 16% is a balanced feed and is the most economical feed on the market. When you refuse feed, you KNOW you are buying the best. Farm Bureau Mermash 16% is the feed that is right for your farm. Buy Farm Bureau Mermash 16% and take no chance.

WORM CAPSULES

FARM BUREAU MEMBERS

Your annual feed and fertilizer sale is now over. We have added extra features and services to the value of the pallets and seedlings raised on it. Call on the man who used Mermash—listen to his story—it will interest you. Your lawn with onions—only use the best hard grass seed. We guarantee our seed, if profitable, health, vigor and profit in every sack of Mermash.

GROW BETTER ALFALFA

Fertilizer is too important to "gamble" with. You cannot afford cheap fertilizer nor can you afford to skimp. Like money in the bank, it's a real interest getter.

Farm Bureau Fertilizers bring low production costs by increased yields, Alfalfa is a heavy feeder on pastures. It gathers nitrogen from the air, but you must feed it phosphates and potash. The feeding quality is increased with fertilizer, and the best fertilizer recommendations for alfalfa are O-12-24 or O-24-24.

Farm Bureau Fertilizers are manufactured from the very best ingredients and follow closely the analysis and recommendations of agricultural experiment stations of your local coop. If you cannot supply you, accept no substitute, but order direct.

Just as important as the roof on your barn

For your copy send $2.50 to MICRO MICHIGAN FARM NEWS

Bros. Furniture CO.

MICHIGAN FARM NEWS
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The Ford Model "A" Car

And Model "A" Truck

To Construction, Operation and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

Jewels Abound Worth a Fortune

Jewels Abound Worth a Fortune

The groom's wedding gifts to the Queen are a complete mystery, but we are assured that they are not of less value than the jewelry presented to her by the Emperors of Austria and Russia, and by the late King of Italy. In addition to the jewelry presented to the Queen by her mother, the late Empress Marie of Rumania, the Queen had received a large number of jewels from the British navy.

The groom's wedding gifts to the Queen are a complete mystery, but we are assured that they are not of less value than the jewelry presented to her by the Emperors of Austria and Russia, and by the late King of Italy. In addition to the jewelry presented to the Queen by her mother, the late Empress Marie of Rumania, the Queen had received a large number of jewels from the British navy.

WORM CAPSULES

For CHICKENS and TURKEYS

C-A WORM CAPSULES

For CHICKENS and TURKEYS

A Parke-Davis Product

EASY TO GIVE

A Parke-Davis Product

EASY TO GIVE

C-A WORM CAPSULES

Quick action — Low Cost — Powerful and General Parasite Control

Pedigrees have long been the staple of a worm capsule that would really control the disease and save hundreds of thousands of dollars. After 20 years search for a product of this kind, Parke, Davis & Co., Detroit, produced C-A Worm Capsules which are meeting with great favor.

C-A WORM CAPSULES ARE SOLD BY

FARM BUREAU SUPPLY STORES
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